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      With over 20 years of teaching experience, Christina Nosek wholeheartedly embraces the joys and challenges of nurturing a classroom full of agentive readers. From the first chapter to the last, she offers practical, easy-to-implement strategies, honoring teachers at various entry points in their journey as workshop practitioners. From simple “language swaps” to shifting paradigms in literacy assessment, this professional book is sure to propel leaders, teachers, and learners across the country forward.
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      Christina Nosek’s wealth of experience shines through on every page of this mustread text that offers a fresh perspective on teaching reading. This one-stop resource synthesizes current research and translates it into practical advice and actionable guidance for teachers of all experience levels. The framework Christina outlines and explains not only promotes greater academic success but also ensures that students develop and maintain strong reading identities. With this book in hand, there’s no doubt teachers will feel prepared to share the power and joy of reading!
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      Wow! Literacy educators are so fortunate to have this newest book by Christina Nosek out in the world! It is an incredible addition to the resources we have, and one that is unique in what it offers readers. I love that it can be read cover to cover or used when thinking about a specific piece of your literacy teaching. Christina responds to each question with depth and intentionality. Embedded throughout are messages about the language we use as teachers and how we can be more thoughtful with our language in order to support student agency.
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      For educators who are not blessed with a professional mentor leading them down a “path of continual learning and growth,” Christina Nosek becomes our mentor in a no-nonsense guide about what matters most. With each chapter wisely positioned around essential questions, Nosek’s reflections offer a gift of words and wisdom between two covers. I wish I’d had this book as a new teacher; but as a veteran teacher, I am again inspired to stay on course.
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      Wherever you are on your journey to becoming the most effective reading teacher for the students in your care, Christina is a mentor you can count on. With the clarity and authenticity that comes from spending her days with learners, she has thoughtfully condensed a vast topic into six manageable chapters. Filled with her research-guided wisdom and resources for further study, she answers questions, big and small, about creating a thriving, equitable reading community.
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      Finally! This book fills the needs of all reading teachers no matter what level they are at: preservice, early in their career, switching to a different grade, or those with decades of experience. It’s ideal for a book study where teachers plan to review their practices with a “guide on the side,” as Christina uses snippets from the classroom, research, and practical applications to answer your reading questions that cover the “why this matters” as well.
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      Ten years ago we had Donalyn Miller’s The Book Whisperer to guide us on how to awaken the reader in every child. Now, we have Christina Nosek’s Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Elementary Reading, which reminds us of the important concepts that help to create a reading community that will support every student to see themselves as readers! As a building administrator, I want every teacher to have this book as we begin each school year to cultivate those reader leaders in our building! This will be a must-have resource for all teachers!
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      Teaching reading is not a simple task; it’s more like keeping the plates spinning in unison in an acrobatic performance. It requires that educators understand reading theory and models that support growing readers, have time to practice and hone their skills, and receive guidance on how to keep all the parts going. In Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Elementary Reading, Christina Nosek has provided up-to-date best practices that we should see in all classrooms.
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      This extraordinary and teacher-friendly book is filled with rich, relevant, and practical guidance for anyone who teaches reading! Whether you are a new teacher or have been teaching for many years, the questions (and answers) that Christina poses in this book will help you create a reading classroom where all students can become joyfully literate humans.
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      From those percolating questions that keep you up at night to the curriculum presentations that require a justification of why the teaching of reading matters, this book is the compass that will steer you north. Validating, and centered on foundational understanding—in particular to the most vulnerable of children—this book holds social justice, agency, and lifelong learning at its core. A must-read for all teachers, time and time again!
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      Imagine getting to be a fly on the wall of an exemplary teacher’s classroom, watching reading instruction. Now imagine that you have a guidebook in front of you explaining why and how everything is happening, like the key on a map. This author is that teacher, and this book is that guide. Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Elementary Reading shares the whys and hows of great reading instruction in a classroom with clear examples and ample resources for those ready to dig deeper.
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      Teaching young students reading is not easy, but Christina Nosek’s important new book is here to help lay the foundation for educators. One of the critical components to powerful reading instruction is the why behind minilessons, strategies, conferences, small groups—what holds it all up? Christina walks readers through the why, the how, and offers a multitude of ideas to keep your reading instruction fresh, engaging, and student-focused. A book for reading teachers, yes, but also anyone working with teachers of elementary reading.
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      Christina Nosek is an educator with a passion for reflection, collaboration, and professional growth. Key questions anchor this book, and they are the questions that teachers of all experience levels grapple with, wonder about, and work to answer. With spotlights on community building, instruction, assessment, curriculum, and student agency, Christina weaves questions and answers with experience-based key commitments and practical strategies that will build your understanding of complex skills, your resources, and your confidence.
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      Christina Nosek expertly outlines and deeply explores holistic reading instruction that leads to curious, empowered, self-directed readers. If you want to learn practices that motivate and engage students in reading, structures that provide practical differentiation, instructional methods that work with a variety of classroom groupings, and assessments that serve your students and promote growth, then Answers to Your Biggest Questions About Teaching Elementary Reading is for you! I learned from this book, as well as found validation and inspiration in its chapters.
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      Thanks to Christina Nosek, my students will have a mentor literacy teacher with them at all times! She expertly guides us through the steps to create a robust community of lifelong readers, something our world desperately needs.
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